
As the Security Industry rapidly turns to digital networks to satisfy increasing demand, Oliver 
Communications continues to design, develop and deliver the most reliable, cost-effective 
security system solutions. We offer a complete line of Video Surveillance and Access Control 
Systems with a reputation for quality and performance.   

Government

Video Surveillance and Access Control Design & Installation

State and Federal Buildings

Whatever you security concerns, Oliver Communications has a solution. Cameras can be placed at the 
entrance and exit to a public building to record who comes in and out 24 hours per day. This footage can 
be used to deter criminals and as evidence if a crime occurs. It can also provide statistical evidence 
regarding how many people use public amenities such as museums, libraries and job centers.  Cameras 
outside public buildings can help prevent vandalism and increase security for the people living and working 
inside the buildings as they arrive and leave.

For a complete listing of the Security Systems products and related literature, Look for our 
upcoming GSA account. We are currently in the GSA Approval process! 

In emergency situations it is quite common for police and fighters to be granted access to video from the 
cameras within a given facility. This enables them to pinpoint exactly where the emergency is occurring 

Prisons 

Prison security is of the highest priority in today’s society.  Oliver Communications along with its strategic 
partners can provide any aspect of prison security.  Oliver’s premier video management software 
platform allows for full integration with access control throughout the prison.  Access can be controlled by 
various security levels and restrictions, while capturing every move on video.  Events can trigger alarms 
that create a series of notifications and pre-determined responses.  Let Oliver Communications bring 
your prison security to the next level.

Ø Cabling Infrastructure (underground or aerial)
Ø New poles, Manholes, Hand holes, 
Ø Fiber backbones, Copper backbones.
Ø Wireless communications (Mesh, PTP, PTMP, Mobile)
Ø Security desks to full command centers
Ø Vandal proof cameras and housings
Ø Surveillance cameras for every situation (Day, Night, Megipixel, Long range, thermal, etc.)
Ø Video Management Software / Video Analytics 
Ø Access Control (Card readers, key pad entry, biometric readers)

cameras within a given facility. This enables them to pinpoint exactly where the emergency is occurring 
and work out who most needs their assistance. Network video thus greatly improves their chances of 
handling a crisis effectively.

Oliver Communications will design and install a system that fits you needs.  Oliver has a product portfolio 
that can deliver in any situation: Across town between to buildings, fiber ties between multiple buildings, 
wireless transmission of data or video, or just a small network in a single building.  Oliver can provide the 
following:


